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Abstract 
We give a variety of results involving s(n), the number of representations of n as a sum of 
three squares. Using elementary techniques we prove that if 9 t n, 
via the theory of modular forms of half integer weight we prove the corresponding result with 
3 replaced by p, an odd prime. This leads to a formula for s(n) in terms of s(n’), where n’ is 
the square-free part of n. 
We also find generating function formulae for various subsequences of {s(n)}, for instance 
rzls(3n + 2)q” = 12n(l + q”z-‘)2(1 - q”“)‘. 
Jr2 I 
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1. Introduction 
In three recent papers [l-3] we studied Q(E), the number of 4-cores of n, and 
t(n), the number of representations of n as a sum of three triangular numbers. We 
showed that each of ad(n) and t(n) satisfies many arithmetic relations. Now we turn 
our attention to s(n), the number of representations of n as a sum of three integer 
squares. 
Much can be said about s(n). For instance, as we shall show, 
s(4n) =s(n) and s(8n + 7) = 0, 
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from which it follows that 
~(4~(8n + 7)) = 0, 
a well-known result due to Fermat. Our main result, which we prove using only Jacobi’s 
triple product identity, is the following: 
For ;1> 1, 
s(9i(3n+1))=(2x 3”.- l)xs(3?2+1), 
s(9y3n + 2)) = 3” x s(3n + 2), 
s(9i(9n + 3)) = ((3i+’ - 1)/2) x s(9n + 3), 
s(9”(9n + 6)) = ((3”+’ - 1)/2) x s(9n + 6). 
(1) 
We shall also establish the generating function formulae 
C( s 3n+ l)q”=6 
II20 
Cs(3n + 2)q” = 12 42,42,46~46,46~46~46,q’o~~‘o~~‘2~~’2,~12;q12 
n>o q, 4, q3>q3,q5,q5~q7,q7>q9, q9>q”?q” 
Cs(9n + 3)q” 
II>0 
and 
C( s 9n + 6)qn = 24 
q6,46,46~46~46~4’2~q’2,q’2 12 
4*,q3,q3,q4>q8,q9> q9, 410 ;9 n20 
Here we introduce the notation 
qU’,f2, ... ,qU’. 
qht,qh2, . . . ,qbi7q 
k (1 _ qkn+al )(I - qkn+a2) (1 - qkn+a/) 
=:(I - qkn+h )(I eqk"+h) . . . (1 -qkn+h,)' 
We shall further show that 
s(8n + 3) = 8t(n) and s(8n + 5) = 2&4(n). 
As a consequence of these relations, the main results of [2,3] follow from those of 
this paper. 
Upon proving (l), we were led to make the following conjecture. In what follows, 
p is an odd prime, 2 is a positive integer and (n/p) = 0 if p 1 n. 
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If p’ t n then 
s( p%) = 
( 
p;+;1 - (I!) 2d)s(n), 
This together with s(4n) = s(n) yields the formula 





where H’ is the square-free part of n and P’~/~//PI or p2”~+‘jln. 
The referee of an earlier version of this paper has shown that more is true. Indeed. 
from which it follows by induction that 
s(p”“n) = p. ( 1’1 l - ($q 5) s(n) - p~s(n,p2). 
(4) 
(5) 
The truth of (2) is immediate. The referee has kindly let us reproduce his proof of 
(4) which he describes as ‘a very routine application of the theory of modular forms 
of half integer weight’. 
In Section 2 we shall give proofs of the relations between Q(H), t(n) and s(n), 
and more. In Section 3 we shall prove Fermat’s theorem. In Section 4 we prove the 
case iL = 1 of (1 ), and in Section 5 we complete the proof. In Section 6 we obtain our 
generating function formulae. In the final section we give the proof of the result for 
general odd prime p. 
2. Relations between ad(n), t(n) and s(n) 
We start with the observation that 
5 q’j- = To(qX) + 2qT,(q”) + 2q%(q8) 
I, _ ~ x 
where 
To(q)= 2 q*n2 = 
I,: --x 
q(q) = cql:?(“2+“) = 
II 20 x 
and 
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For, n2=0,1 or 4(mod8); n2-O(mod8) if n-O(mod4),n2z1(mod8) if nil 
(mod 2), n2=4 if n=2(mod4). Thus, 
n =-mqn2 = 5 +4d2 + E q(2”+l)2 + 5 q(4n+2)2 
n=--co ,,=-cc --DC 
= 2 q16n’ + q F q4n’+4n +q4 E q~6n’+16n 
n=--co n=-CC ,2=--x 
= E q’6nZ + 2qngq4J+4. + 2q4tig’6n2+‘““. 
I!=--00 
as stated. (The product forms are obtained via Jacobi’s triple product.) Thus, 
= (To(q8) + w-dq”) + 2q4~4(4v3 
= (To(q8)3 + 12q8~o(q8P-&8)2) + (6qTo(q8)2Wq8) 
+24q9Nq8 )T4(q8)2) + 12s2~o(q8)~1 (q812 + 8q3m8 I3 
+(6q4To(q8)2T4(q8) + 8d2G(q8)3) 
+w5 To(q8 IT, (q8 )T4(q8) + 244% (q8 )2fi(q8 1. 
It follows that 
Cs(8n + 3)q” = ST,(q)3 
Ii20 
= 8 C t(n)@, 
II>0 
)33n + 5)q” = 24To(qVl(q)T4(q) 
Ii>0 




,)~os(8w + 7)q” = 0. 
We observe also that 
-Jt$(Sn + 2)q” = 12To(q>T,(q)2 
II 2-o 
and 
xs(8n + 6)q” = 24T,(q)$(q) 
II a-0 
=24 42.42~44~46~46~48,4x.qx 
( 4, q> q3.q3~q5,q2>q7.q7 ;qx > y 
3. Proof that s(4”(8n + 7)) = 0 
We saw in Section 2 that s(8n + 7) = 0. In order to prove Fennat’s result, we need 
only prove that s(4n) = s(n). 
We can write 
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T,(q)=Cqn2+“= $q4 . 
PI>0 ( ), 
Thus, 
g4n)q” = Vo(q4) + wl(q4))3 
= To(q4)3 + 6qTo(q4)*T,(q4) + 12q2To(q4)T,(q4)’ + 8q3T,(q4)3. 
It follows that 
= Cs(n)q”, 
n>o 
so s(4n) = s(n), as claimed. 
We observe also that 
2 2 2 2 2 4 4 4 c s(4n+ 1)q”=6To(q)2Tl(q)=6 ’ ” ” ” 1q3’q3’q3’q3 ;q4 n>O 4, 42 42 4, 4 94 ,4 74 
C( 
s 4n + 2)q” = 12To(q)Tl(q)*= 12 





4. Proof of the case 12 = 1 of (1) 
We want to show that 
s(27n+9)=5 xs(3n+ l), 
s(27n+ 18)=3 xs(3n+2), 
s(81n + 27) = 4 x s(9n + 3) 
and 
s(81n + 54) = 4 x s(9n + 6). 
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We start with 
5 qt12 = g 4342 + 2 43n+l)’ + E q(3n-I)’ 
,,=--x ~I=-cc n=--x n=--x 
= W3) + 2qT1 (q3 ), 
and 
Hence, 
c @)q” = (mq3) + WI (s3 )I3 II a0 
= (G(q3)3 + 8q3G(q3)3) + 6qG(q3)*T,(q3) + 12q2To(q3)Tl(q3)‘. 
It follows that 
c @)q” = Cdd3 + W,(q)’ 
!I>0 
= (n&‘?3n’)3 + 8q (,,gxq3n’-2n)3 
or, 





4, 4, 4, 454&5~47> q’, 4’> 4”~q”JJ II ;4 
We shall require this result shortly. 
We note also that 
c 43n + 1 W = 6Xdq)2~&) 
n>O 
(6) 
=6 4*,46.46,q6,q6,q6,q6,q6,q’o,q’2,q’2,q’,*, .q 2
( 9, q3~43,43~43,45,q7,49,q9, q9, q9, 4 ’ > cT 
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and 





q, q, q3,q3>q5>q5>q7~q7, q9, q9> ql’*q II ;4 > x’ 
In the usual way it can be shown that 
n_&f2 = ToGI*‘) + W1(q2’) + 2q4T4(q2’) + 2q’69T7(q27) 
+2q9T9(q27) + 2q64&,(q27) + 2q1*‘T,3(q2’) + 2q’6T,6(q27) 
+2q’ooT19(q27) + 2q49T22(q27) + 2q25T25(q27) 
where 
To(q)= E q3n2, T,(q)= E q*+*n, T4(q)= 5 q*7n*-4~~, 
rl= --c*s ?l=-CC ?I=-CX 
T'(q)= E q*7n'--26n, T9(q)= E q3n'-*n, T,o(q)= E q*7n'-16n, 
n=--cc n=--30 n=-cc 
T,3(q)= g q*‘n2-**n, T16(q)= 2 q*+*n, T,9(q)= g q*‘n*-; 
?I=--30 n=--o= II=-Oc 
T**(q)= E q27n’-14n and Tzs(q)= 5 q27n*-‘0n. 
?I=--x II=--x 
Here we have used 
2q9~9(q*7) = E q(2’n+3f + E q(27n+6)* + E q(27n+12)2 
n=--03 tl=--x ,,=-a2 
+ E q(27n-12)' + 5 q(27n-6)2 + E q(27n-3)' 
~=--oo n=--x n=-cc 
=n=gmq9(3""z +n=g_q9(3"l)~ 
=zq9 5 q81n2-54n. 
ll--00 
We have 
Cs(n)q” = (To(q27) + 2qT,(q*‘) + 2q4T4(q27) + 2q’69T7(q27) + 2q9T9(q27) 
PIa0 
+2q64T,o(q27) + 2q1*‘T,3(q2’) + 2q16T,6(q27) + 2q’ooT19(q27) 
+2q49T22(q27) + 2q25T2dq27))3. 
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It follows that 
where 
E(q) = w7)*Mq) + s3~4(d2G9(q> + 4’6Nq>‘~13(q) 
+d"~10(d2~7(q) + #%3(q)*~l(q) + q2T16(d2T22(q) 
+ ~7T19(~>2~16(~> + q%2(d%O(q) 
+q~25(dZmq) + wl(q)T4(q)T22(q) + 2q9m)~7(qm9(q) 
+2q2Tl(4)T,o(4)T,6(q) + 2s6T4(q)~7(dT6(d + 2q6~4(q)Go(qY3(q) 
+2q8~7(q)~22(q)~25(s) + 2Y6~10(4)~19(4)~25(4) 
+2q5T13(s)T,6(q)T25(q) + 2q9T,3(q)T19(q)T22(q). 
Now, 



















(27k+l)'+(271-8)'+(27m+4)' + ~q(27X-2)'+(27/+13)'~(27m+4)' 
+Cq 










where the sum is taken over all triples (u, U, W) which satisfy 
2u-k2v-WE2, 2u-V+~WE-4, -u + 22) + 2w E -4 (mod 9), 
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Let 
r=;(2u+2u-w-2), s=;(2u-0+2w+4), t=;(-u+2u+2w+4). 
Conversely, 
u=2rf2s- t, v=2r-s+2t, w= -r+2s+2t-2. 
Then 
(3u + l>? + (30 + I)2 + (3W + 1)2 
= (6r + 6s - 3t + l)* + (6r - 3s + 6t + 1)’ + (-3r + 6s + 62 - 5)2 
= 81r2 + 81s2 + 81t2 + 54r - 54s - 54t + 27. 
Thus, 
E(q)= -g 4 
3r2+2r+3sZ--2s+3f’-2f 
r,.y,t=-CC 
= ( q23 q23 q23 8, q63 95 q’O, q’O, 4’0, q’f 412, q’l 




c s(27n)q” - c 43n)q” 
n>O n20 
= 24qRq 1 
= 24q 
( 
q22 q2, q2> 45 q6, 45 do, do3 go, 412, q12. d2. 12 
4, 4, 43 q5, q5> q5, q’, q73 q7, q”, q”, q” yq > w 
= 3 
( 
Cs(3n)q” - C.s(n)q3” 
IT20 ?I>0 ) 
from (6). 
Comparing powers congruent to 1 (mod 3) and congruent to 2 (mod 3), we obtain 
s(81n+27)=4xs(9n+3) 
and 
s(81n + 54)=4 x s(9n + 6). 
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Comparing powers congruent to 0 (mod 3), we find 
s(8ln) =4 x s(9n) - 3 x s(n), 
a result we shall require later. 
Similarly, we find 





= c s(3n + l)q” + 24F(q), 
,130 
F(q) = q%kd2T7(q) + ~4(d2M3) + 4'4~7(d2~22(d + 45T10(q>2F6(q) 
+q'%3(d2~,0(q) + qr,6(q)2r4(q) + q8&dq)2T25(q) + q7T22(d2T19(q) 
+q6~25(d2~13Gl> + 2q3mmo(4)~25k7) + 2q6mm3(qY-22(q) 
+ 2s4m7>~~6(m9(q) + 2q7~4(q)~7(d~25(q) + 2q4~4(qY10(q)~22(d 
+2q8~4(q>~13(q>~,9(q> + 2q'"~'(q)~lo(q)~19(q> 
+ 2d’ T’(q)j”l3(q)Tl6(q) + 2q3T16(q)T22(q)T25(q). 
As before, we find that 
49e727)=Cq ’ 
(3u+l~+(3u+l)'+(3,,,tl)? 
where the sum is taken over all triples (u, U, w) which satisfy 
2u+2c-w---4, 2u-u+2wr-1, -u+2t:+2wr-l(mod9). 
Let 
r=;(2u+2u-w+4), s=+(2u-u+2w+ l), t=&~+221+2w+ 1). 
Conversely, 
u=2r+2s-t- 1, u=2r-s+2t- 1, w= -r+2s+2t. 
Then 
(3u + 1 I2 + (3u + Q2 + (3w + 1)2 
= (6~ + 6s - 3t - 2)2 + (6~ - 3s + 6t - 2)2 + (-3r + 6s + 6t + Q2 
=81v2+81s2+81t2-54r+9. 
Thus, 
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and 





q2, q6, q6, q6, 45 4t q6v 45 do> qJ2, d2> 4:; .q12 
4, q3, q3, q3t q3, d q7, q9> q9, q93 q9> 4 ’ ) oc 
=4Cs(3n + l)qn. 
n20 
Comparing coefficients of q” yields 
s(27n+9)=5 xs(3n+ 1). 
Finally, we find that 
c s(27n + 1S)q” - c s(3n + 2)qn = 24G(q), 
?I30 PI20 
where 
d8G(q27)=Cq (3u+1)2+(31,+1)'+(3~+1)2 1 
the sum taken over all triples (u, O, w) which satisfy 
2u+2u-WG-1, 2u-~42~~2, -u+2v+2w=2(mod9). 
Let 
r=+(2u+2u-w+1), S=;(2u-u+2w-2), t=i(-u+2u+2w-2). 
Conversely, 
u=2r+2s-t, v=2r-s-t-2& w= -r+2s+2t+l. 
Also, 
(3u+ 1)2+(3u+ 1)2+(3w+ l)* 
=(6r + 6s - 3t + 1)2 + (6r - 3s + 6t + 1)2 + (-3r + 6s + 6t + 4)2 
=81r2 + Us2 + 81t2 + 54s + 54t + 18. 
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Thus, 
r.\.t=--X 




4*3 4*> df CT> q63 8, q6, q’O, go, p, p, q’*, 
4> 4, q33 q33 2, q5, 4'3 q', q9. q9, q", q" Tq 
,2 
> x' 
xs(27n + 18)q” - xs(3n +2)qn 




6 q23 q6, qh, q6. q6, q6, q’O, q’“, q? p, qJ2 
4, 4, q3> q33 q53 q5> 9'9 q', q9, q9, q”, q” ;q 
,2 
1 _y, 
= 2 c s(3n + 2)q” 
II 20 
~(27~ + 18) = 3 x s(3n + 2). 
5. Proof of (1) 
We have shown that 
(2 x 3” - 1) x s(n) 
s(9”n) = 
if II- 1 (mod3), 
3” x s(n) if n E 2 (mod 3), 
((3L” - 1)/2) xs(n) if n-3 or 6(mod9) 
for jL = 1, and it is trivially true for i = 0. 
We have also shown (7) that 
s(81n) =4 x s(9n) - 3 x s(n). 
(1) Now follows by induction on ,I. 
6. Generating functions for s(9n + 3) and s(9n + 6) 
We start with 
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where 
T,(~)= 5 q9n2-2n= d4T d8, qz2, q36. 36 
n=--3c, 
q7, qll, q25, q29 34 o= 9 
and 
Thus, 
Cs(n)q” = (To(q9) + 2qT,(q9) + 2q4G(q9) + 2q’6T7(q9))3. 
n>O 
It follows that 
n.os(9n)q” = To(q)3 + 24qTdq)T4q)2 + 24q2T,(q)2T,(q) + 24q4T4(q)T,(q)2, 
&“(9” + l)q” = 6To(d2Z(q), 
c s(9n + 2)qn = 12To(q)T, (d2 + 24q2To(q)T4(q)T,(q), 
t7>0 
nFos(9n + 3)q” = 8TdqP + 8qT4(q)3 + 8q5T7(q)3 + 48q2T, (q)T4(q)T7(q), 
&@ + “h” = 6T&d2T4(q), 
g49n + w = 12q3To(q)Tdq)2 + 24To(q)T,(q)Td(q), 
n.49n + 6)q” =24Tdq)2T4(q) + 24q3Tdq)T7(q)2 + ‘24q2T4(q)2T7(q), 
mF;(9n + Vq” = Wo(d2T7(q) 
and 
Cs(9n + Of = W(dT&)2 + %To(q)T~(q)T7(q). 
fl20 
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Thus, trivially, 
c S( 9n + 1 )q’l = 6 d4> q’8, q2?, q36. 36 
II a0 4’. q’l, q25, q20 >q 1:’ 
c s(9n + 4)q” = 6 
4*3 q2, q2> 8, 4 q’O, q? q2t qj6. 36 
II 2 0 4, 4, q3, q3 3q q5, q13, 413, 93’ ,q x 
and 
Also, 
Cs(9n + 3)q9~~+3~~{~q~9k+l~~t~9i+I~~+(9m+I~~ +x4 (9k-2)*+(91-2)-'+('Jn,--2)~ 
II20 
+c4 
(9k+4)'+(9/+4)~-(9m+4)~ + =yq(9"+lf t(9/-?)~+(9n?+q 
=8Cs 
(3rr+I)~+(3~+I)~+(3wil)' 
where the sum is taken over all triples (u, LJ, M’) which satisfy 
u+v+w~o, 2u-v-w-0, -u+2v-w=ro, 
-u-z:+2w=O(mod3). 
Write 
p = $4 + v + Iv), r = f(2u - v - w), 
s=4(-u+2v-w), t = f( -2.4 - v + 2w). 
Then 
r+s+t=o. 
Conversely, given p, r, S, t with Y + s + t = 0, 




= 27~’ + 18~ + 3 + 9r2 + 9s2 + 9t2. 
Thus, 
Cs(9n +3)q9"+3 =gq3 E 
II 2 0 p=-2C 
q2'~2+I~p~+~~=oq9r2+9r*+9~', 
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or, 
xs(9n + 3)q” = 8 c q3P*+2P c qr2+s2ff’ 






- ’ - _ n>l 1 q6n-4 1 q6n-2 
Here we have used a result from the appendix of [3]. 
Similarly, we find 
C s(9n + 6)q9”+6 = 8 C q(3~+1 )2+(3~+l)‘+(3w’+l )* 
,1 20 
where the sum is taken over all triples (u, v, w) which satisfy 
u+UfwS-1, 2U-v-wzl, -u+2V-wEl, 
-u-u+2wrl(mod3). 
Write 
p=;(u+u+w+l), r=f(2u-v-w- l), 
s=f(-u+2u-w- l), t=f(--u-u++w- 1). 
Then 
r+s+t=-1. 
Conversely, given p, r, S, t with r + s + t = - 1, 
u=p+r, v=p+s, w=p+t. 
Also, 
(3u + 1)2 + (3v + 1)” + (3w + 1)2 
=(3p+3r+1)2+(3p+3s+1)2+(3p+3t+1)2 
= 27p2 + 9r2 + 9s2 f 9t2 - 3. 
Thus, 
Cs(9n + 6)q9”+6 = 8 z 
?I>0 p=--cw: 
q27pi~+,~~==_,q”*+9.~‘+v~‘-3, 
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=24 q63 4f 6 d2 .q12 
( q3> q3> q9. q93 ’ ) ( 
4? 4f d29 9;; .q12 
x q2, $3 2, 4 * ) x 
=24 
( 
q6, 9t CL 4t 4? q’?, ct2, 9;; .q12 
q2, q3. q3, $3 qx, $3 q9, q ’ ) x 
Once again we have used a result from the appendix of [3]. 
7. Proof of the result for general odd prime p 
We now give a proof of the result 
s(p2n)= (c,+ 1) - (7)) s(n) - ps(n/p’). 
It is well-known that 
O(z)= 2 q”2. q = exp(2Xir) 
,,=--w 
is a modular form of weight i. Therefore, 
,l~ew = 03(4 
is a modular form of weight i, and in fact O3 E A43,2(?-0(4)) (see [4, p. 1841 for 
notation). From [4, p. 1841, Dim A&2(&(4))= 1, and thus the linear space A43 2(?0(4)) 
is generated by 03. When p is an odd prime the Hecke operator Tp: preserves this 
space and is given explicitly by [4, Proposition 13, p. 2071. An easy calculation gives 
q,203 =(p + 1)03. 
The result follows immediately by [4, Proposition 13, p. 2071. 
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